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Synopsis
This article examines how to take flow and pressure measurement and then calculate
the total head of a pump based on these measurements. How to do motor power
measurements and where to get the data required on the motor such as efficiency and
power factor typical induction motors. What is power factor anyway? Find out here.
Make sure that the actual pump speed matches the speed of the pump’s characteristic
curve to avoid errors. And finally, some advice on what to expect from the results of
performance tests.
To verify if the pump is performing properly or establish if we have the right pump for the
job we need to do two things : measure the pressure before and after the pump and
measure the flow rate though the pump. The first is easy to do, the second not so easy
without a reliable flow meter.
We will use as an example an Ahlstrom APT55-8 pump with an open impeller (560 mm
dia.) running at 1180 rpm (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Characteristic curve for an Ahlstrom APT55-8 centrifugal open
impeller pump at 1180 rpm.
To calculate the total head of the pump, we need to measure the pressure before and
after the pump as well as compensate for the pressure gauge elevation with respect to
the pump centerline and the velocities of the fluid before and after the pump. Why?
First of all this is the standardized method that is used by all North-American pump
manufacturers and is stipulated by The Hydraulic Institute (www.pumps.org). Secondly
it just makes good sense. We need to compensate for the pressure gauge elevation
since if we position our gauge at different heights with respect to the pump centerline
we will get a lower reading. This is normal since pressure is affected by elevation.
The energy produced by the pump is the total energy present at the outlet minus the
energy present at the inlet. Instead of energy in pump systems it is preferable to use
specific energy which is energy per weight of fluid displaced or head. Therefore the
definition we will use is: the total head of the pump is the difference between the specific
energy or head at the outlet minus the specific energy or head at the inlet.
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The head at the outlet is composed of three quantities: elevation head, velocity head
and pressure head.
This can be expressed wit equations [1] and [2]:
The head at the discharge is:

+ 2.31 ×

p D ( psig )
SG

[1]

+ 2.31 ×

p S ( psig )
SG

[2]

2

H D ( ft fluid ) = z D ( ft ) +

v D ( ft / s ) 2
2 g ( ft / s 2 )

The head at the inlet is:
2

H S ( ft fluid ) = z S ( ft ) +

v S ( ft / s ) 2
2 g ( ft / s 2 )

The total head is the difference between the head at the discharge minus the head at
the suction.
2

∆H P ( ft fluid ) = H D − H S = = z D − z S

2

(v − v S )
( p − pS )
+ D
+ 2.31 × D
2g
SG

[3]

The reference for the elevation zD and zS is taken with respect to the pump centerline as
stipulated by the Hydraulic Institute (see Figure 2). The pumps usually have different
inlet and outlet connection sizes and therefore the difference in velocity head will
compensate for that. This method will ensure that you get the same results as the
pump manufacturers.
We cannot always have our pressure gauges installed at our preferred locations. If the
pressure gauge at the outlet of the pump is installed after a check valve for example,
you must add the value of pressure head loss of this valve to the total head of the pump
to account for its effect on the total head. You will have to do a calculation of this
pressure head loss based on information supplied by the manufacturer.
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Figure 2 Location of pressure gauges when
doing total head measurements.

Let’s do an example with some tests results that I gathered recently. The pressure
measured at the discharge gauge was 74 psi, there was no flow meter available and the
flow rate is assumed to be 2200 gpm, this flow is the flow that corresponds to the
position of the operating point on the characteristic curve of the pump (see Figure 1).
We will have to check the flow rate with some other method. The discharge gauge is 5
feet above the pump centerline and the suction gauge is 1 foot.
The velocity is given by:
v ( ft / s ) = 0 .4085

q (USgal . / min)
D 2 (in ) 2

[4]

The velocity at the discharge is:

v D ( ft / s ) = 0 .4085

2200
= 14
82

[5]

2200
= 6 .2
14 2

[6]

The velocity at the suction is:

v S ( ft / s ) = 0 .4085
The total head is then:
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∆H P ( ft fluid ) =

74( psig) − 0( psig)
1
(14 2 − 6.2 2 ) + 5 − 1 + 2.31×
2 × 32.17
1

= 177

[7]

Pump power consumed
Assuming that our assumption for the flow is correct and is 2200 gpm which is the flow
predicted by the pump curve (see Figure 1), we can calculate the power consumed by
the pump with equation [8].

P(hp) =

SG × ∆H P ( ft fluid ) × q(USgal / min)
3960 × η pump

[8]

The specific gravity SG is one (1). The total head measured was 177 ft and the flow is
2200 gpm. The efficiency of the pump is given by the characteristic curve (see Figure
1) and is 0.68.

P(hp) =

1× 177 × 2200
= 145
3960 × 0.68

[9]

Motor power measurements
Motor power consumption can be calculated if we know how much current is used.
The formula is:

p motor (hp) =

1.34
×
1000

3 × V (volt ) × I (amp) × η motor × P. F .

V is the voltage supplied to the motor, usually 575 or 2300 volts. I is the current in
amps consumed. The efficiency of the motor is η motor and is supplied by the motor

[10]

manufacturer. P.F. is the power factor of the motor and it’s value must also be supplied by the
manufacturer. The efficiency and power factor information is available on the motor nameplate
but it is only valid for operation of the motor at full load, both these values drop when the motor
operates at less than full load. The manufacturer can also provide this information for various
motor loads. If this is not feasible, you can download a database from the Department of
Energy in the United States www…. Which contains information from many major
manufacturers for all sizes of motors and loads. If this fails, or is not available to you, you can
use the following charts which are based on tests done with motors of various manufacturers
and sizes.
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Figure 3 Efficiency values for various motors sizes and loads
(source: “Determining Electric Motor Load and Efficiency” by the US
Department of Energy, www.pumps.org, click Pumps, click, Energy
and LLC, click DOE resources).

Figure 4 Power factor values for various motors sizes and loads (source:
“Determining Electric Motor Load and Efficiency” by the US Department
of Energy, www.pumps.org, click Pumps, click, Energy and LLC, click
DOE resources).
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Note: The values of efficiency given in Figure 3 are percent of the efficiency at full load,
this is not the absolute efficiency.
If a kiloWatt meter is available and we take a measurement on one phase lead of the
motor, then we don’t need to know the power factor of the motor but only the efficiency.
The power consumed by the motor will be given by:
p motor (hp ) = 1.34 × 3 × Pmeasured (kW ) × η motor

[11]

To determine the loading of the motor we need the ratio of the amps consumed to the
nameplate amps. However the loading will also vary depending on the supply voltage,
supply voltage is not always exactly equal to the nameplate voltage.
Therefore the load on the motor is:

Motor load =

I measured
I full load − nameplate

×

V measured
V nameplate

[12]

The motor is manufactured by General Electric, 250hp, 2300 volts, 58 full load amps.
The amps measured were 34 amps. The voltage supplied to the motor is 2300 volts.
The operating load is then:

Motor load =

34 2300
×
= 0.59
58 2300

[13]

The motor operating load is 59%.
Based on this motor load, the information from the manufacturer gives us 0.93 for the
efficiency and 0.85 for the power factor. Therefore the power consumed by the motor
using equation [10] is:

p motor (hp) =

1.34
× 3 × 2300 × 34 × 0.93× 0.85 = 143
1000

The power provided by the motor to the pump is 143 hp and is very close to the power
consumed by the pump which was provided by the data on the pump curve and the
pressure measurements (143 hp)as calculated in equation [9]. This means that the
pump is operating as expected according to the manufacturer’s tests.

[14]
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Motor speed
Motor speed varies with load. The synchronous speed of an AC induction motor varies
with the number pf poles. A 4 pole motor has a synchronous speed of 1800 rpm. The
full load rpm of the motor will be indicated on the nameplate. In the example of the
motor mentioned previously, the full-load rpm is 1780. If the motor were operating at
half load, the speed would likely be approximately 1790.
This has two effects on your pump performance measurements:
1. The pump manufacturer’s curves will be determined for the full load rpm of the
corresponding synchronous speed of the motor, in the case of this motor it is
1780 rpm. Not al the pump manufacturers use the same full load speed. If the
motor is running at half load then the speed will be a little higher (1790 rpm) and
this will throw off your calculations when comparing your motor power
measurements with the pump curve.
2. The pump power consumed varies with the rpm cubed, so that a small change in
rpm will greatly affect the power calculation. See the Affinity laws in the
Cameron Hydraulic data book (Appendix B). If you don’t’ know what speed the
motor is running at, it can easily be measured with a strobe light which is usually
readily available in maintenance departments.
Figure 5 shows the result of operating a pump at a higher speed than the initial speed
for which the characteristic curve was established. Since the head varies with the
square of the speed small differences in speed can be significant.

Figure 5 The effect of speed on total head.
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Flow measurements
The measurement of flow rate is not always an easy task. Rarely, is there an
accurate flow measurement device on the pipe which we are interested in.
It is sometimes possible (without incurring a great expense) to measure flow by
measuring the rate at which the discharge reservoir is filled, or a suction tank is
emptied. The measurement volume, or the time of the measurement, should be
small to avoid influencing the total head of the pump and therefore causing flow
variations.
There are portable non-invasive flow measuring instruments that are available. One
works on the Doppler principle and works better with fluids that have suspended
particles. My experience with the Doppler measuring instrument has not been good,
I have found that the location of the sensors is critical. The other type of and
portable non-invasive flow measuring instruments is called the Transit time. This
instrument works best on fluids with little or no suspended particles.
A final word of caution. Any measurements deduced from data extracted from the
pump curve assume that the pump is in good working condition (for example, proper
clearance between impeller and casing, no excessive wear, etc.). This is of course
not always the case.
Don Casada has written many articles which are posted on the web which covers
some of the same territory as this article, I heartily recommend them see
http://www.oit.doe.gov/bestpractices/energymatters/emextra/casada_archive.shtml
A few tips on using measurement and diagnosing pump Problems
With a few simple measurements of pressure and flow, we can diagnose pump
problems and plan preventative maintenance on pumps. This method consists of taking
pressure measurements at the inlet and outlet of the pump as well as a flow
measurement with a portable ultrasonic flow meter (see Figure 5). With these two
measurements we can establish an operating point (i.e. head and flow) which can be
located on the pump characteristic curve. The position of this point on the curve will give
us valuable information on the pump real performance. This method can be applied to
any system independent of the type or quantity of equipment and piping configuration.
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Figure 6 Pressure and flow measurement on a centrifugal pump.
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Some typical results of pressure and flow measurements and the corresponding
problem are given in the following table. Not all potential problems are listed.
PRESSURE AND FLOW MEASUREMENTS
RESULTS
PROBLEM
1. The head at zero flow and at the operating flow We can presume that the pump is
are the same as predicted by the pump
in good order.
characteristic curve (see curve 1, Figure 7).
2. The head at zero flow is the same as predicted Something is obstructing the
by the pump characteristic curve, and the head suction line. The clearance
at the operating point is less than predicted by between the impeller and the
the characteristic curve (see curve 2, Figure 7). suction plate is inadequate.
3. The head and flow measured at zero flow and The pump is worn or otherwise
at the operating point are less than predicted
damaged and should be inspected
by the characteristic curve (see curve 3, Figure and repaired.
7).
Table 1 Results and interpretation of pressure and flow measurements on a centrifugal
pump.

Figure 7 Results of measurements of flow and total
head.
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Symbols
Variable nomenclature

∆HP

the total head of the pump

pD
pS
SG

pressure measured at the pump outlet
pressure measured at the pump inlet
the specific gravity of the fluid, in this case
SG=1
fluid velocity at the pump outlet
fluid velocity at the pump inlet
the height of the pressure gauge on the
discharge side of the pump with respect to the
pump centerline
the height of the pressure gauge on the
suction side of the pump with respect to the
pump centerline

vD
vS
zD
zS

Imperial system
(FPS units)
ft (feet)
psi (pounds per square inch)
psi (pounds per square inch)
non dimensional
ft/s (feet/second)
ft/s (feet/second)
ft (feet)

ft (feet)

hp
USgpm (US gal. US per
minute)
non dimensional
η pump pump efficiency
non
dimensional
ηmotor motor efficiency
Volts
V
motor supply voltage
Ampère
I
motor current
P.F. power factor
non dimensional
Table 2 Nomenclature and symbols for variables used in this article.
Ppump: power consumed by the pump
q:
flow rate through the pump

APPENDIX A
What is the power factor?
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Figure A-1 An analogy for explaining the meaning of the power factor (source:
“Reducing power factor cost” by the Department of Energy, www.pumps.org, click
Pumps, click, Energy and LLC, click DOE resources).

“To understand the power factor, visualize a horse pulling a railroad car pulling a
railroad car down a railroad track. Because the railroad ties are uneven, the horse must
pull the car from the side of the track. The horse is pulling the car at an angle to the
direction of the car’s travel. The power required to move the car down the track is the
working (real) power. The effort of the horse is the total (apparent) power. Because of
the angle of the horse’s pull not all of the horse’s effort is used to move the car down the
track. The car will not move sideways; therefore, the sideways pull of the horse is
wasted effort or nonworking (reactive) power.”
“The angle of the horse’s pull is related to power factor, which is defined as the ratio of
(real) working power to apparent (total) power. If the horse is led closer to the track, the
angle of side pull decreases and the real power approaches the value of the apparent
power. Therefore, the ratio of real power to apparent power (the power factor)
approaches 1.”
For a DC circuit the power is P=VI, and this relationship also holds for the instantaneous
power in an AC circuit. However, the average power in an AC circuit expressed in terms
of the RMS voltage and current is

Pavg = V I cos ϕ = V × I × P.F .
where ϕ is the phase angle between the voltage and the current.

[1]
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Instantaneous power is proportional to the instantaneous voltage times instantaneous
current. AC voltage causes the current to flow in a sine wave replicating the voltage
wave. However, inductance in the motor windings somewhat delays current flow,
resulting in a phase shift. This transmits less power than perfectly time-matched
voltage and current of the same RMS value. Power factor is the fraction of power
actually delivered in relation to the power that would be delivered by the same voltage
and current without the phase shift. Low power factor does not imply low or wasted
power, just excess current. The energy associated with the excess current is alternately
stored in the windings’ magnetic field and regenerated back to the line with each AC
cycle. This exchange is called reactive power. Though reactive power is theoretically
not lost, the distribution system must be sized to accommodate it, which is a cost factor.
Importance of the power factor
A power factor of one or "unity power factor" is the goal of any electric utility company
since if the power factor is less than one, they have to supply more current to the user
for a given amount of power use. In so doing, they incur more line losses. They also
must have larger capacity equipment in place than would be otherwise necessary. As a
result, an industrial facility will be charged a penalty if its power factor is much different
from 1.
Industrial facilities tend to have a "lagging power factor", where the current lags the
voltage (like an inductor). This is primarily the result of having a lot of electric induction
motors - the windings of motors act as inductors as seen by the power supply.
Capacitors have the opposite effect and can compensate for the inductive motor
windings. Some industrial sites will have large banks of capacitors strictly for the
purpose of correcting the power factor back toward one to save on utility company
charges.
Ref: http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/electric/powfac.html and Determining
Electric Motor Load and Efficiency, Department of Energy publication
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APPENDIX B
Affinity laws for centrifugal pumps
(An extract from the Cameron hydraulic Data book
published by Ingersoll-Rand)
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Figure B-1 The affinity laws for centrifugal pumps (an extract from the
Cameron Hydraulic Data book published by Ingersoll-Rand).
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Figure B-2 The affinity laws for centrifugal pumps (an extract from the Cameron
Hydraulic Data book published by Ingersoll-Rand).

